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Abstract
Central to bacterial pathogenicity is the precise and coordinated control of virulence gene expression in
response to environmental cues encountered in the human host. This chapter focuses on the
transcriptional regulation of Shigella virulence genes encoded by the large virulence plasmid, pINV,
found in almost all Shigella species. We describe the silencing of pINV-encoded virulence genes by the
chromosomally encoded nucleoid structuring protein H-NS, which serves as the backdrop for all other
regulatory events on this plasmid. We then describe the four-tiered virulence regulatory cascade
emphasizing the environmental stimuli, transcriptional regulators and mechanisms that govern virulence
gene expression at each tier. Finally, we review other regulatory inputs that are received from the
Shigella chromosome and their role in the modulation of virulence gene expression. We begin our
discussion by describing the genetic organization of Shigella, its relatedness to Escherichia coli and the
different forms of pINV carried by Shigella species to highlight how the regulatory cascades controlling
Shigella virulence are, in large part, conserved across species. Overall, this chapter reveals that Shigella
is a fascinating model for the study of virulence gene regulation, which promotes our understanding of
Shigella pathogenesis and mechanisms of virulence gene regulation in other bacterial pathogens.
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I.

Introduction

Shigella species embark on a remarkable journey to reach the colonic epithelium, their preferred site of
invasion in their human and primate hosts. Shigella infections are spread by the fecal-oral route and are
generally acquired directly by ingestion of contaminated food or water, or indirectly via person-toperson contact. As Shigellae pass through the mouth, stomach and upper and lower intestines, they
encounter antibacterial compounds that form part of our immune system and a wide variety of
environmental conditions that threaten bacterial survival. Despite these challenges, reports indicate
that the infectious dose of Shigella is extremely low (ID50 of 10-500; (DuPont et al., 1989)) compared to
other enteric pathogens (eg. ID50>105 for Salmonella spp.), demonstrating that Shigella species are
particularly adept at surviving their journey through the gastrointestinal tract and causing an infection.
This observation strongly suggests that Shigella strains continually monitor their environment and alter
their gene expression to allow them to tolerate, resist and/or exploit conditions encountered in the
human body, and indeed all evidence suggests that this is the case.
While it is challenging to devise experiments that accurately measure gene expression within the human
host (reviewed in (Marteyn et al., 2012)), careful research has identified some of the most important
cues that are likely sensed in vivo and how they are responded to by modulation of gene expression.
Some of these cues include changes in temperature (Maurelli et al., 1984), osmolarity (Porter and
Dorman, 1994) and pH (Nakayama and Watanabe, 1995), the change in freely available iron and oxygen
(Marteyn et al., 2010; Murphy and Payne, 2007) and even the activation of the Shigella type III secretion
system once direct contact with epithelial cells has been made (Demers et al., 1998; Kane et al., 2002;
Mavris et al., 2002a). It is reasonable to expect that the bacterial response to these cues directly
correlates with the temporo-spatial expression of specific virulence factors required for infection. And,
although difficult to assess, it is even conceivable that the order and duration of these cues may help
shape the physiology of Shigella so that this bacterium is optimally programmed for its life within the
human host.
If we are to more thoroughly understand the molecular pathogenesis of Shigella spp., a more complete
understanding of the environmental cues and genetic networks controlling gene expression in these
pathogens is required. In this chapter, our primary focus is the regulatory events that control the
transcription of virulence genes carried by the large virulence plasmids found in Shigella species. We
describe regulatory processes that have allowed the acquisition and maintenance of the virulence
plasmid, the regulatory cascade that triggers virulence gene expression on the large plasmid and
additional inputs received via some chromosomally encoded regulators. But, we first describe the
genetic organization of Shigella species, so that the reader can better appreciate how our discussion
relates to the different strains and species of Shigella.

II.

Classification & genetic organization of Shigella

In the 1940’s, Shigella strains were classified as a unique genus because of their pathogenicity and then
divided into four species: (1) S. dysenteriae; (2) S. boydii; (3) S. sonnei; and (4) S. flexneri (Bensted, 1956;
Ewing, 1949, 1986). As early as 1972, however, it was estimated that Shigella and Escherichia coli were
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taxonomically indistinguishable at the species level based on DNA hybridization studies (Brenner et al.,
1972). More recently, a variety of studies have confirmed that all Shigella strains, except possibly S.
boydii serotype 13, are close phylogenetic relatives of E. coli (Ochman et al., 1983; Pupo et al., 1997;
Pupo et al., 2000; Rolland et al., 1998). Consequently, the Shigella genus is considered a classic example
of a “taxon in disguise,” meaning that, although originally classified as a separate genus, its evolutionary
history reveals that it evolved from another taxonomic unit (Rediers et al., 2004), in this case E. coli,
which makes E. coli paraphyletic to Shigella (Lan and Reeves, 2002).
The chromosome of the Shigella spp. is approximately the same size (4.3-4.9 Mb) as the E. coli K-12
chromosome (4.6 Mb) and is typically more than 97% identical at the DNA sequence level. Genome
sequencing, however, has revealed several unique genetic islands on the Shigella chromosome, as well
as several E. coli genes missing from the Shigella chromosome (described in depth for S. flexneri 2a;
(Wei et al., 2003)). Additional analyses reveal that the closest relatives to the four Shigella “species” are
the enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC) (Lan et al., 2004; Lan and Reeves, 2002; Pupo et al., 1997; Pupo et al.,
2000). The primary reason for the clustering of EIEC with the Shigella species is the presence of a
common 220 kb plasmid (Lan and Reeves, 2002). This large virulence plasmid is essential for the invasive
phenotype of these bacteria, and has collectively been given the name pINV, although specific names
are given to pINV plasmids residing in different strains (eg. pWR100 of S. flexneri serotype 5, pCP301 of
S. flexneri 2a and pSS120 of S. sonnei). Two major forms of the virulence plasmid, referred to as pINV A
and pINV B, have been identified based on the DNA sequence of three genes encoded by pINV (ipgD,
mxiC and mxiA) (Lan and Reeves, 2002). Interestingly, the distribution of the two forms correlates well
with the variation in chromosomal housekeeping genes (reviewed in (Lan et al., 2004; Lan and Reeves,
2002)). All Shigella spp. contain either form of the plasmid, with the exception of S. dysenteriae serotype
1, which contains a recombinant plasmid with a divergent sequence not corresponding to these two
forms, and the S. boydii serotype 13 strain, which does not contain a plasmid (Table 1). All but two EIEC
strains analyzed so far carry pINV A (Lan et al., 2004; Pupo et al., 2000).
When the coding regions (those not associated with insertion sequences) of pINV were compared across
three S. flexneri strains carrying either pINV A or pINV B, numerous polymorphisms were found in many
of the virulence genes encoding effector proteins (Lan et al., 2003). These included genes encoding
proteins secreted by the Shigella type III secretion system (eg. ipaA, ipaH9.8, and ipaD) and those that
enable Shigella to move by actin-based motility within the host cell cytoplasm (eg. icsA and virK) (Lan et
al., 2003). The polymorphisms found in these genes frequently led to amino acid substitutions when
pINV A was compared to pINV B, but were silent when found on separate examples of the same form of
plasmid (Lan et al., 2003). Significantly though, the genes encoding transcriptional regulators encoded
by pINV (virF, virB, mxiE and ipgC) were found to display far fewer polymorphisms between pINV A and
pINV B, and those that were identified were silent mutations (Lan et al., 2003). This strong conservation
of the virulence gene regulators strongly suggests that they function in a similar manner in the vast
majority of Shigella strains regardless of whether they are encoded by pINV A or pINV B. Although, it
should be remembered that polymorphisms in DNA binding sites recognized by these regulators may
lead to different patterns of gene regulation from one strain to another.
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In addition to pINV, some Shigella strains bear additional plasmids. For instance, during the sequencing
of S. flexneri serotype 2a genome, strain 2457T, two additional small multi-copy plasmids and a 165 kb
plasmid called pSf-R27 were found (Wei et al., 2003). The largest plasmid, which resembled the R27
plasmid typically associated with S. enterica serovar Typhi, has not been found in any other S. flexneri
strains sequenced to date, raising the possibility that this plasmid was either lost from all other S.
flexneri strains or was acquired shortly after this particular strain was isolated (Wei et al., 2003). Later in
this chapter, the impact of a regulator (Sfh) encoded by this plasmid will be discussed in relation to its
regulation of virulence genes in 2457T (Beloin et al., 2003).
Despite the presence of pINV, virulence-associated proteins in Shigella spp. are also encoded by its
chromosome. In general, these genes reside within pathogenicity islands (SHI-1, SHI-2, SHI-3, SHI-O, and
SRL) and encode proteins required for adaptation and maintenance within a host (eg. iron acquisition
and antibiotic resistance). In contrast, the genes located on pINV typically encode proteins required for
invasion of host cells and intercellular spread (reviewed in (Schroeder and Hilbi, 2008)). Since efficient
invasion and infection of Shigella spp. requires the timely and coordinated expression of pINV genes, a
complex regulatory network involving regulators encoded by both the chromosome and the virulence
plasmid has evolved to control the transcription of pINV genes.
The acquisition of any plasmid by a bacterial strain poses a problem of regulation (discussed in (Dorman
and Porter, 1998)) because the newly acquired plasmid genes need to be woven into the existing
regulatory networks found within the bacterial genome. In the case of the acquisition of pINV, it appears
that the genes encoding regulators specific to pINV were also encoded by the plasmid. But surprisingly,
the role of at least some of these regulators appears to have been the relief of transcriptional silencing
(repression) mediated by chromosomally encoded nucleoid structuring proteins, which allowed the
acquisition and subsequent incorporation of plasmid genes into the already present transcriptional
control networks. Of course with additional time and co-evolution of the plasmid and the chromosome,
additional chromosomal inputs are likely to have evolved to help control the expression of the Shigella
virulence plasmid genes, as is observed today.
Having discussed the genetic composition of Shigella strains, our description of the transcriptional
regulation of virulence genes can begin. Owing to the complexity of the regulatory system in Shigella,
this chapter will focus solely on the transcriptional regulation of virulence genes encoded by pINV. We
will: (1) describe the silencing of genes on the pINV plasmid by chromosomally encoded and accessory
plasmid-encoded nucleoid structuring proteins; (2) provide an overview of the regulatory cascade that
triggers virulence gene expression on pINV; (3) describe each of the pINV-encoded regulators that
belong to this regulatory cascade, including events that trigger their expression, the proteins themselves
and the effect that each has on their immediate downstream targets; and finally (4) discuss additional
regulatory inputs made by chromosomally encoded regulators.

III.

Transcriptional silencing of virulence genes encoded by pINV.

The virulence genes encoded by pINV remain transcriptionally silent under non-physiological conditions
(osmolarities lower than physiological, pH below 7.4 and temperatures below 37°C) (Hromockyj et al.,
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1992; Maurelli et al., 1984; Maurelli and Sansonetti, 1988; Porter and Dorman, 1994, 1997a). This is
advantageous for Shigella because inappropriate expression of these genes has been shown to reduce
fitness of the organism ex vivo (Dorman, 2007; Schuch and Maurelli, 1997). In Shigella, like many other
enteric bacteria (Lucchini et al., 2006; Navarre et al., 2005), a nucleoid structuring protein called H-NS
(histone-like nucleoid structuring protein) prevents the expression of genes on pINV in a process that
has been coined xenogeneic silencing ((Hromockyj et al., 1992; Maurelli and Sansonetti, 1988) &
reviewed in (Stoebel et al., 2008)). As mentioned before, this silencing is thought to have played an
important role in the acquisition and maintenance of pINV (Stoebel et al., 2008), but also provides the
context in which all other virulence gene regulation on pINV occurs .
Transcriptional silencing of virulence genes on pINV occurs at multiple levels within the regulatory
cascade controlling Shigella virulence. Under non-physiological conditions, H-NS directly represses virF
and virB, which encode key transcriptional factors required for the upregulation of pINV genes (see
below; (Adler et al., 1989; Falconi et al., 1998; Prosseda et al., 2004; Prosseda et al., 1998; Tobe et al.,
1991; Tobe et al., 1993), but H-NS also directly represses genes that lie within the VirF and VirB regulons
(Beloin and Dorman, 2003; Hromockyj et al., 1992; Porter and Dorman, 1994; Prosseda et al., 2004;
Wing et al., 2004). The intimate role that H-NS plays in virulence gene regulation in Shigella is further
demonstrated by the observation that VirB and, in some cases, VirF function to counteract H-NSmediated repression rather than functioning as classical activators of transcription (Le Gall et al., 2005;
Stoebel et al., 2008; Wing et al., 2004). For this reason, we start our discussion of the transcriptional
regulation of virulence genes on pINV by describing the H-NS protein and what is known about its
silencing of gene expression. Since Shigella strains harbor one (StpA) or sometimes two H-NS paralogues
(StpA and Sfh), for the sake of completeness these proteins are also discussed because under certain
circumstances these protein can influence virulence gene regulation in Shigella (Beloin et al., 2003;
Deighan et al., 2003), and it is possible that these proteins play a direct, yet so far poorly understood,
role in the transcriptional silencing of virulence genes residing on pINV.
H-NS
H-NS (also referred to as H1 and H1a) was first described in the early 1970s (Cukier-Kahn et al., 1972;
Jacquet et al., 1971). Its ability to modulate DNA supercoiling and condense DNA in vivo and in vitro in a
manner similar to eukaryotic histones (Spassky et al., 1984; Spurio et al., 1992) led to its name – the
histone-like nucleoid structuring protein, H-NS (Lammi et al., 1984). H-NS, however, does not share
sequence homology with histones, so more recently, it has been referred to as a nucleoid associated or
nucleoid structuring protein (NAP or NSP) (Atlung and Ingmer, 1997).
H-NS is commonly found throughout the Enterobacteriaceae (Tendeng and Bertin, 2003). While its
characterization has primarily been done in E. coli K-12 strains, the H-NS protein encoded by Shigella
spp. is 100% identical at the amino acid level to that produced by E. coli. Furthermore, the hns genetic
locus is also very highly conserved (99.9%; from the beginning of the galU gene to the end of the tdk
gene, which flank hns), suggesting that the expression profiles of hns in E. coli and Shigella are similar. HNS is a 15 kDa, chromosomally encoded protein that is highly expressed in exponential growth (Deighan
et al., 2003; Free and Dorman, 1995), accumulating to approximately 20,000 monomers per cell in
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stationary phase (Spassky et al., 1984). H-NS can bind to RNA, but it is primarily a DNA binding protein
with a preference for curved DNA, which is commonly AT-rich (Brescia et al., 2004; Dame et al., 2001;
Prosseda et al., 2004; Tolstorukov et al., 2005; Yamada et al., 1990). In the γ-Proteobacteria, AT-rich
DNA sequences are often a hallmark of foreign genes acquired by lateral or horizontal gene transfer
(Ochman et al., 2000). Consequently, the newly acquired AT-rich virulence genes located either within
chromosomal pathogenicity islands and/or on virulence plasmids of many important pathogens,
including Shigella (reviewed in (Stoebel et al., 2008)), are often negatively regulated or silenced by H-NS.
While a high affinity DNA binding site for H-NS has been proposed (Bouffartigues et al., 2007; Lang et al.,
2007), this site cannot always be found in the vicinity of genes repressed by H-NS (Basta et al., 2013;
Gordon et al., 2011). This is most likely because H-NS binds to remotely located, high affinity sites and
subsequently spreads along the DNA via interactions with the minor groove to occupy the promoter
region (Fang and Rimsky, 2008; Gordon et al., 2011).
The H-NS protein consists of two structured domains which are separated by a flexible linker (Dorman,
2004; Tendeng and Bertin, 2003). The N-terminal domain contains the major dimerization domain and a
region required for oligomerization, while the purified C-terminal domain confers DNA binding (Arold et
al., 2010; Dorman et al., 1999; Sette et al., 2009; Williams and Rimsky, 1997; Williams et al., 1996; Wolf
et al., 2006). While H-NS is primarily a dimer in solution (Bloch et al., 2003), its ability to form higher
order oligomers on DNA (Arold et al., 2010; Badaut et al., 2002; Esposito et al., 2002; Renzoni et al.,
2001), has the potential to lead to the formation of a variety of H-NS:DNA complexes (Amit et al., 2003;
Dame et al., 2000; Lim et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2012; Maurer et al., 2009).
So far, two DNA binding modes of H-NS have been implicated in the silencing of transcription (Figure 1)
– a rigid nucleoprotein filament which stiffens the DNA (Amit et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2012) and a DNAbridging mode (Dame et al., 2005; Dame et al., 2000) where multiple H-NS dimers bind to and crosslink
two distal regions of DNA, a process which is proposed to facilitate plectoneme formation (Arold et al.,
2010; Rimsky and Travers, 2011). The switch between the nucleoprotein filament and the DNA bridging
molecule is poorly understood in vivo, but can be controlled by the concentration of divalent cations in
vitro (Liu et al., 2010). Classically nucleoprotein filaments have been proposed to prevent transcription
by either blocking the access of RNA polymerase to essential promoter elements or functioning as a
roadblock in the path of an elongating RNA polymerase (reviewed in (Lim et al., 2012); Figure 1a & b). In
contrast, DNA bridging by H-NS has classically been proposed to either occlude or trap RNA polymerase
at or from target gene promoters ((Dame et al., 2002; Lang et al., 2007); Figure 1d & e). Examples of
each of these DNA binding modes impacting gene silencing and DNA packaging have been described
(Dame et al., 2002; Lang et al., 2007; Lim et al., 2012; Walthers et al., 2011). More recently, however, a
more sophisticated view of gene silencing by these two DNA binding modes has been proposed (Lim et
al., 2014). In the first, the formation of a rigid H-NS:DNA filament downstream of an active promoter is
proposed to increase the level of torque within the DNA helix, causing RNA polymerase to stall during
elongation ((Lim et al., 2014); Figure 1c)). In the second, the diffusion of supercoils generated during
transcription elongation (Liu and Wang, 1987) is blocked by plectonemes (Ma et al., 2013) that form as a
result of H-NS:DNA bridging, which in turn, leads to the transcriptional silencing of a nearby promoter
(Figure 1f) because RNA polymerase is inhibited by the newly supercoiled state of the promoter. These
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scenarios are interesting because if levels of DNA supercoiling can be indirectly modulated or
constrained by H-NS, it is tempting to speculate that transcription factors and/or environmental factors
that counter these changes may allow the derepression of H-NS-repressed virulence genes.
Although it is clear that H-NS plays a major role in the silencing of Shigella virulence genes encoded by
pINV, the complete picture of where H-NS binds on pINV, how its binding pattern is remodeled, what
triggers this remodeling and how this impacts gene expression remains poorly understood.
Furthermore, even though six mechanisms of H-NS-mediated repression have now been proposed
((Dame et al., 2002; Lang et al., 2007; Lim et al., 2012); Figure 1a-f), for the most part it remains unclear
which mechanisms occur where, or how the resulting repression is relieved to facilitate virulence gene
expression in Shigella. These topics are the focus of ongoing investigations.
Impact of H-NS paralogues StpA & Sfh
Studies of H-NS-mediated repression of genes encoded by pINV is complicated by the fact that all
Shigella strains carry the chromosomally encoded, paralogous gene stpA (Zhang and Belfort, 1992;
Zhang et al., 1996) and that S. flexneri strain 2457T encodes another hns paralogue called sfh on an R27like accessory plasmid found exclusively in this strain (Beloin et al., 2003; Deighan et al., 2003). Both
StpA and Sfh share significant amino acid homology with H-NS (58% and 59% identity, respectively)
(Beloin et al., 2003). The domain structure of these three proteins is very similar (Deighan et al., 2003)
and to some extent, they appear to share overlapping functional activities with H-NS (discussed more
below) (Free et al., 1998; Johansson et al., 1998; Williams et al., 1996; Zhang and Belfort, 1992; Zhang et
al., 1996). In addition, these proteins not only auto-repress their own promoters, but also repress the
promoters of each other (Deighan et al., 2003). Taken together, these observations have led some to
propose that StpA and Sfh function, at least in part, as a back-up system for H-NS (Beloin et al., 2003;
Wolf et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 1996).
The negative cross-regulation and the apparent functional redundancy of H-NS and its paralogues have
the potential to impact studies of Shigella virulence gene expression under certain circumstances. Clean
deletions of hns can lead to the upregulation of stpA and sfh (Deighan et al., 2003), which encode
proteins that can functionally substitute for H-NS (Beloin et al., 2003; Deighan et al., 2003), thereby
masking the effect of the hns deletion. To circumvent some of these problems, dominant negative
alleles, rather than clean deletions of hns are commonly used by those studying virulence gene
expression in Shigella (Williams et al., 1996; Wing et al., 2004; Wolf et al., 2006; Yamada et al., 1991).
This approach relies on the observation that H-NS, StpA and Sfh not only form homodimers, but can also
heterodimerize with each other (Beloin et al., 2003; Deighan et al., 2003). The most commonly used
dominant negative forms of H-NS or its paralogues are truncated proteins which consist solely of the Nterminal dimerization domain of the protein (Williams et al., 1996; Wing et al., 2004; Yamada et al.,
1991). These proteins retain their ability to heterodimerize with the other H-NS paralogues, thereby
significantly hindering the ability of the other protein(s) to bind to DNA and functionally substitute for HNS. The result is a significant loss of the paralogues’ ability to repress transcription. Although it is
common for cells bearing dominant negative alleles of hns to grow more slowly than wild type cells,
their growth is far less impacted than cells that lack all hns paralogues (Beloin et al., 2003), which are
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prohibitively sick. Therefore, even though dominant negative alleles of hns can aid studies of H-NSmediated repression of virulence genes in Shigella, it is imperative to interpret data collected carefully
and to fully understand the nature of the hns mutant in use. Similarly, the tendency for this family of
proteins to form heterodimers means that additional care needs to be taken when using inducible
systems to express hns or its paralogues at super-physiological concentrations, since heterodimer
formation may lead to anomalous and/or non-physiological results.
Although functional similarities between the H-NS paralogues exist, these proteins are not completely
redundant with one another. For instance, the expression patterns of the three paralogues differ from
one another (Deighan et al., 2003; Free and Dorman, 1995, 1997). While H-NS levels remains fairly
constant throughout growth in rich broth, StpA levels increase during mid-exponential growth phase
and then drop precipitously, whereas Sfh levels increase by 2.5-fold as the cells enter stationary phase
(Deighan et al., 2003). The relative abundance of each of these proteins in the cell has the potential to
influence the gene regulation mediated by these NSPs, although this possibility has yet to be explored.
In addition, at certain genetic loci the regulatory activities of H-NS and StpA differ from one another
(Deighan et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 1996). For example, both StpA and H-NS regulate OmpF porin
expression by downregulating the sRNA micF, however H-NS negatively regulates the transcription of
micF, whereas StpA primarily destabilizes micF RNA (Deighan et al., 2000). Thus, it is clear that these
proteins can serve independent and distinct roles as regulators, which makes sense given their
widespread conservation in the genomes of Shigella and other enteric species. Finally, since all three
NSPs have been shown to form heteromeric complexes with each other (Deighan et al., 2003), it is
possible that each of the different heterodimer combinations have different activities, further increasing
the potential impact that NSPs play in regulation of Shigella virulence genes (Cusick and Belfort, 1998;
Deighan et al., 2003; Dorman et al., 1999; Free et al., 1998; Williams et al., 1996). Clearly, there is still
much to be learned about the impact that H-NS, StpA and Sfh have on the virulence genes encoded by
pINV, but despite this, we do know that a combination of environmental cues (Falconi et al., 1998;
Maurelli et al., 1984; Maurelli and Sansonetti, 1988; Porter and Dorman, 1994) and the regulatory
cascade controlling virulence gene expression on pINV is required to overcome transcriptional silencing
mediated by H-NS ((Beloin and Dorman, 2003; Dorman and Porter, 1998); described next; Figure 2).

IV. Transcriptional control mediated by the pINV-encoded regulators
a. An overview of the pINV-encoded regulatory cascade
The regulatory cascade that controls virulence gene expression on pINV is encoded by pINV and is
hierarchical in nature (depicted in Figure 2). One of the major roles that this regulatory cascade plays is
to counteract transcriptional silencing of pINV genes mediated by H-NS. Each level of the hierarchy
(referred to as “tiers” in this discussion) responds to a set of environmental cues encountered in the
human host (Dorman and Porter, 1998; Le Gall et al., 2005). It has been proposed that each tier is
required to prevent the untimely expression of virulence determinants, which is metabolically expensive
and may negatively influence the competitive fitness of the organism (Lucchini et al., 2006; Porter and
Dorman, 1997a).
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In tier 1, the cascade begins with activation of the virF promoter (described in more detail in later
sections (Adler et al., 1989; Falconi et al., 1998; Falconi et al., 2001; Prosseda et al., 2004; Prosseda et
al., 1998)). As determined by northern analyses, expression of virF can be induced when grown in
standard LB medium (Miller, 1972) by the following physiological cues: temperature (37°C, when
compared to cells grown at 30°C), pH (7.4, when compared to cells grown at pH 6.0) or osmolarity
(physiological i.e. LB, when compared to cells grown in LO, a lower osmolarity growth medium); with
maximal expression occurring when each of these environmental cues are present (Porter and Dorman,
1997a).
In tier 2, the VirF protein binds its downstream targets to upregulate the transcription of virB (Jost and
Adler, 1993; Tobe et al., 1991; Tobe et al., 1993) and icsA ((Bernardini et al., 1989; Lett et al., 1989; Sakai
et al., 1988; Tran et al., 2011); Figure 2). Unlike virF, virB expression can be induced by 37°C and
physiological osmolarity, but is not influenced by changes in pH, based on northern analyses (Porter and
Dorman, 1997a).
In tier 3, the tier 2 gene product VirB binds to multiple downstream targets (tier 3) to counteract H-NS
mediated transcriptional repression of various virulence-associated genes ((Adler et al., 1989; Dorman et
al., 2001; Tobe et al., 1991; Turner and Dorman, 2007; Uchiya et al., 1995; Wing et al., 2004); Figure 2)).
Many of the genes regulated by VirB lie within the 30 kb ipa-mxi-spa pathogenicity island while others
are found elsewhere on pINV (Castellanos et al., 2009; Santapaola et al., 2002; Uchiya et al., 1995; Wing
et al., 2004). Contrary to virF and virB, tier 3 genes in the ipa-mxi-spa locus are only thermally induced
(Porter and Dorman, 1997a); they neither respond to changes in pH nor osmolarity, based on northern
analyses (Porter and Dorman, 1997a). The VirB protein is also involved in a positive regulatory feedback
loop at both the virF and virB promoters ((Kane and Dorman, 2012); Figure 2). This finding demonstrates
that VirB is not only capable of directly regulating genes in tier 3 and indirectly regulating genes in tier 4
via its control of mxiE expression, but is capable of upregulating the first two tiers of the regulatory
cascade too.
In tier 4, MxiE and its co-activator, IpgC, regulate the transcription of genes encoding additional type III
effector proteins and other post-invasion functions (Kane et al., 2002; Le Gall et al., 2005; Mavris et al.,
2002a; Mavris et al., 2002b). Interestingly, not all tier 4 genes are located on pINV; some are located on
the Shigella chromosome (Bongrand et al., 2012; Le Gall et al., 2005; Mavris et al., 2002b). Unlike tiers 13, which respond to environmental signals, tier 4 genes are expressed once the type III secretion system
is activated (Demers et al., 1998; Mavris et al., 2002a; Mavris et al., 2002b). Since mxiE mutants are still
invasive in tissue culture experiments (Kane et al., 2002), MxiE-regulated genes appear to encode a set
of secreted proteins that are needed for post-invasion events related to virulence, including those that
manipulate the host cell to promote bacterial survival within the host cell cytoplasm (Sperandio et al.,
2008). Two sub-classes of MxiE-regulated genes have been discovered; those regulated by MxiE alone
and those regulated by VirB under conditions of non-secretion and further upregulated by MxiE under
conditions of secretion ((Le Gall et al., 2005); Figure 2). Thus, based on the hierarchy presented in this
chapter, the latter group can be considered tier 3 genes that receive additional regulatory inputs from
the tier 4 regulator.
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From this overview, it is clear that the four tiers of the regulatory cascade in Shigella have distinct levels
of stringent and complex regulatory control. In a 1997 study where the first 3 tiers were compared to
one another (Porter and Dorman, 1997a), tier 3 promoters were found to be more tightly controlled
than tier 2, and tier 2 promoters were more tightly controlled than tier 1. The varying degrees of
stringent control were found to manifest in multiple ways: (1) basal level expression, tier 1 > tier 2 > tier
3; (2) level of thermal induction, tier 3 (induced 100-fold) > tier 2 (induced 10-fold) > tier 1 (induced 2fold); and (3) response to multiple environmental (discussed above), tier 1 > tier 2 > tier 3 ((Porter and
Dorman, 1997a); Figure 2). Tier 4 expression levels were not measured in these studies as MxiE was not
discovered or described until later (Kane et al., 2002; Mavris et al., 2002b). Nevertheless, it is clear that
MxiE-regulated genes are also prone to stringent control due to their distal position in the regulatory
cascade, their induction by a single cue (i.e., type III secretion activation) and the dual regulation of at
least a subset of these genes by VirB.
At first glance, the position of VirB in the hierarchy under the control of VirF suggests a less significant
role for VirB (Figure 2). However, it has been argued that this position allows VirB to serve as a
regulatory checkpoint to ensure that appropriate conditions are present prior to committing to full-scale
expression of key virulence factors (Dorman, 2009). As mentioned earlier, VirB positively regulates both
the virF and virB promoters (Kane and Dorman, 2012) and co-regulates a subset of MxiE-regulated
promoters ((Le Gall et al., 2005); Figure 2), which indicates that VirB acts as a regulatory sentinel at
every level; integrating additional inputs to determine absolute levels of expression within the
regulatory cascade. These findings elevate the importance of VirB in the cascade and somewhat
diminish the role of VirF, which was originally coined the “master regulator” (Porter and Dorman,
1997a), even though the virB promoter remains completely dependent on VirF for its activity (Tobe et
al., 1993).
b. Regulatory control & function of the pINV-encoded regulators
From the overview presented above, it is clear that VirF, VirB and MxiE are key virulence gene regulators
in Shigella spp. that are required for transcription of genes encoded by pINV. Moreover, in their
absence, cells are avirulent in animal models due to the lack of downstream virulence factors (Kane et
al., 2002; Sakai et al., 1986; Sasakawa et al., 1988). Thus, systems are in place to ensure the timely and
robust expression of these key regulators. We will next discuss these key virulence regulators in the
context of how their expression is triggered, how each regulator functions and the direct effect that
each regulator has on its regulated genes.
i/ VirF
Events that trigger the expression of virF
Activation of the virF promoter, and hence the regulatory cascade, is primarily triggered by a
temperature of 37°C, although moderate osmotic stress (equivalent to physiological saline) and a pH of
7.4 are also needed for maximal activation (Falconi et al., 1998; Porter and Dorman, 1997a). The
temperature dependency of the virF promoter relies on i) H-NS and ii) a temperature dependent “hinge”
region located within the promoter region itself (Falconi et al., 1998; Prosseda et al., 2004; Prosseda et
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al., 1998; Ulissi et al., 2014). At temperatures below 32°C, the bending and the rotational orientation of
two HNS binding sites centered at -250 and -1 relative to transcription start site (TSS) of virF is optimized
for H-NS binding and repression of the promoter (Ulissi et al., 2014). Both sites must be occupied and
the template DNA must be supercoiled for full transcriptional repression to occur, although H-NS
binding occurs regardless of whether the DNA is supercoiled or not (Falconi et al., 1998). At
temperatures higher than 32°C, in vitro experiments demonstrate that the angle of the bend in the DNA
decreases and its center (found halfway between the two HNS binding sites at 32°C) moves downstream
(Prosseda et al., 2004). These events are proposed to favor the removal of H-NS and facilitate the
binding of FIS (factor for inversion stimulation) to sites that overlap the H-NS binding sites (Falconi et al.,
2001; Prosseda et al., 2004). At 37°C, FIS activates the virF promoter (conditions that prevent H-NSmediated repression), but at the critical temperature of 32°C, FIS is seen to partially counteract H-NSmediated repression (Falconi et al., 2001).
The transcriptional regulators VirF and VirB can also modulate the activity of the virF promoter. VirF
autorepresses the virF promoter (Porter and Dorman, 1997a), although it is unclear whether this effect
is direct or indirect, while VirB boosts the initial activation of virF transcription upon thermal upshift to
37°C (Kane and Dorman, 2012). At first glance the regulation of the virF promoter by the downstream
regulator VirB seems counterintuitive – would VirB even be present if the virF promoter hasn’t fired?
However, low levels of VirB protein have been detected even at non-permissive temperatures in wild
type Shigella (Beloin et al., 2002; Porter and Dorman, 1997a). So, it is possible that the VirB-dependent
effect on the virF promoter occurs at very low concentrations of VirB, although this has not been
formally tested. It is also interesting to consider how VirB functions to boost virF transcription upon
thermal upshift. The VirB binding sites that are proposed to be involved in the VirB-dependent
upregulation of the virF promoter (Kane and Dorman, 2012) are located midway between the two H-NS
binding sites and in close proximity to the FIS sites (described above; (Falconi et al., 2001; Prosseda et
al., 2004)). Therefore, the role that VirB plays in enhancing virF transcription upon thermal induction
may be similar to the role that FIS plays at this promoter: one of partially counteracting H-NS-mediated
repression (Falconi et al., 2001), perhaps by stabilizing the new, thermally derepressed promoter region.
The virF promoter can be further modulated by another chromosomally encoded NSP, integration host
factor (IHF) and by other chromosomally encoded transcriptional regulators including CpxR, Fur, Cra,
CsrA, and ArcA (see section V). IHF increases virF promoter activity by 2-fold in both the logarithmic and
the early stationary phases of growth in a temperature-independent manner. Surprisingly, the IHF
binding site implicated in mediating this effect is located immediately downstream of the TSS (+45 to
+57) (Porter and Dorman, 1997b). In addition, virF expression can also be controlled at the posttranscription level. tRNA modification mediated by tgt and miaA gene products (tRNA guanine
transglycosylase and tRNA prenyl transferase, respectively) is required for efficient translation of virF
mRNA (Durand and Bjork, 2003; Durand et al., 1997; Durand et al., 2000; Durand et al., 1994; Hurt et al.,
2007). Thus, it is clear that although temperature plays a major role in the upregulation the virF
promoter, a multitude of environmental conditions can ultimately influence the amount of virF
expression and hence VirF protein produced.
The VirF protein
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VirF is a 30 kDa protein (Sakai et al., 1988), which is part of the AraC superfamily of transcriptional
regulators (Dorman, 1992; Martin and Rosner, 2001; Savelkoul et al., 1990). This group of regulators
shares a conserved C-terminal domain containing two HTH motifs (presumed to be required for DNA
binding) (Gallegos et al., 1997), and can be divided into three subgroups depending on the nature of the
response signal: a chemical, stress or physical signal (Porter and Dorman, 2002). VirF is part of the latter
group because like other virulence gene regulators in this subgroup, the gene encoding this regulator is
thermally induced (Dorman, 1992; Jordi et al., 1992; Porter et al., 1998). Another member of this
subgroup, Rns, shares a 36% amino acid identity with VirF throughout the length of the protein
sequence (Munson, 2013; Porter et al., 1998). The genes encoding these regulators are proposed to
have been derived from a common ancestor outside of the Enterobacteriaceae family due to their
relatively low G+C content (virF 30% and rns 28%) (Dorman, 1992). Interestingly, the Rns protein present
in enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) was able to complement a virF null mutation in S. flexneri to activate
transcription of virulence genes (Porter et al., 1998), suggesting that these regulators recognize similar
DNA binding sites (Munson and Scott, 1999) and function similarly to activate transcription (Porter et al.,
1998). However VirF was unable to complement a deficient rns strain, suggesting there are subtle, but
significant differences that are required for VirF-dependent activation (Porter et al., 1998). The
mechanism in which VirF activates transcription at its target promoters remains elusive, but evidence
suggests that VirF monomers can interact (Porter and Dorman, 2002), which may explain the large and
continuous VirF-dependent footprints observed at the virB promoter region (Tobe et al., 1993).
Oligomerization of VirF also lends support for an oligomerization-driven activation hypothesis, where
VirF binds to the promoter and then oligomerizes along the DNA in order to activate transcription
(Porter and Dorman, 2002).
The regulatory effect of VirF
To date, VirF-mediated regulation has been characterized at the icsA (also referred to as virG), rnaG, virB
and virF promoters (Adler et al., 1989; Jost and Adler, 1993; Sakai et al., 1988; Tobe et al., 1993; Tobe et
al., 1995; Tran et al., 2011). IcsA is a 120 kDa outer membrane protein specifically localized to one pole
of the bacterium (Goldberg et al., 1993). It mediates the actin tail assembly, which is required for cell-tocell spread of the bacterium within the human intestinal epithelium, by recruiting host cell actin to the
bacterial surface (Bernardini et al., 1989). In vitro transcription assays reveal that VirF alleviates H-NSmediated repression of the icsA promoter, but also stimulates transcription of icsA directly in the
absence of H-NS (Tran et al., 2011). Since virF expression increases rapidly above 32°C (described above;
(Prosseda et al., 2004)) and the occupancy of the icsA promoter by H-NS is lost at 37°C (Tran et al.,
2011), it has been proposed that VirF initially functions to alleviate H-NS-mediated repression of the icsA
promoter, but switches to become an activator of icsA transcription once H-NS has been removed from
the promoter region (Tran et al., 2011). Regulation of the icsA promoter region is further complicated by
RnaG, an antisense cis-encoded RNA that functions to prematurely terminate icsA transcription
(Giangrossi et al., 2010; Tran et al., 2011). In vitro transcription assays reveal that concentrations of VirF
that stimulate the icsA promoter also repress the rnaG promoter. Therefore, VirF can also indirectly
increase icsA expression post-transcriptionally by reducing expression of the anti-sense RNA RnaG
(Giangrossi et al., 2010; Tran et al., 2011). Importantly, at the icsA genetic locus, all sites bound by H-NS
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and VirF are located downstream or overlapping of the icsA TSS. The regulatory architecture of this
promoter therefore demonstrates the importance of considering downstream sequences when studying
virulence gene regulation in Shigella and its close relatives. It is noteworthy that transcriptional
regulation by Rns, the VirF homologue in ETEC, has been reported to occur from downstream binding
sites (Munson et al., 2001; Munson and Scott, 2000).
At the virB promoter, in contrast to the icsA promoter, VirF binds to sequences located upstream of the
TSS (between -17 and -117) (Jost and Adler, 1993; Tobe et al., 1993). Here, though, VirF functions to
activate the virB promoter (mechanism described in more detail below).
ii/ VirB
Events that trigger the expression of virB
A temperature shift to 37°C is the primary trigger for virB mRNA expression, while moderate osmotic
stress (equivalent to physiological saline), but not neutral pH, is required for maximal expression (Porter
and Dorman, 1997a). Several lines of evidence suggest that the virB promoter may be repressed by H-NS
(Beloin and Dorman, 2003; Hromockyj et al., 1992; Maurelli and Sansonetti, 1988; Porter and Dorman,
1997a; Tobe et al., 1993), but few test this directly. Those that do, use hns mutants of Shigella in which
VirF levels are now known to be elevated due to the dysregulation of the virF promoter (described
above). Since VirF is a known activator of the virB promoter, the hns mutant background is likely to
cause indirect regulatory effects ((Tobe et al., 1991; Tobe et al., 1993); described more below). The best
evidence for direct H-NS-mediated repression of the virB promoter comes from in vitro DNase I
footprinting experiments, where H-NS can be seen to occupy a single region within the virB promoter
from -20 to +20 (relative to the virB TSS) (Tobe et al., 1993). This site of occupancy strongly suggests that
when H-NS is bound, RNA polymerase is excluded from the promoter and transcription is repressed.
VirF is absolutely required for induction of the virB promoter in wild type and hns mutant backgrounds
(Tobe et al., 1991; Tobe et al., 1993) and occupies the virB promoter in vitro from -17 to -105 (relative to
the virB TSS) (Tobe et al., 1993). VirF does not function as a derepressor that displaces H-NS at the virB
promoter, but plays a positive role in its regulation, as demonstrated by the requirement for VirF in in
vitro transcription assays (Tobe et al., 1993). Interestingly though, when VirF levels are artificially
elevated to wild type levels and above at the non-permissive temperature of 30°C, virB transcription
does not reach the level seen in wild type cells grown at 37°C. Three observations strongly suggest that
this thermo-regulation is mediated by a temperature-dependent change in the supercoiled state of the
virB promoter region. Firstly, temperature is known to modulate levels of DNA supercoiling (Dorman et
al., 1990; Falconi et al., 1998). Secondly, the virB promoter is significantly activated in the presence of
VirF in vitro when placed within an artificially supercoiled DNA molecule, but not a relaxed or linearized
molecule (Tobe et al., 1993). Thirdly, the addition of a gyrase inhibitor novobiocin at 37°C, which relaxes
supercoiled DNA in vivo, drastically reduces transcription of the virB promoter to levels similar to those
observed at 30°C (Tobe et al., 1993). Thus, unlike the virF promoter where thermal induction triggers a
change in DNA topology that removes H-NS and allows FIS to bind (discussed above), at the virB
promoter thermal induction triggers a change in DNA supercoiling which is predicted to promote the
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interaction of VirF with RNA polymerase, allowing maximal VirF-dependent activation of the virB
promoter (Tobe et al., 1993; Tobe et al., 1995).
The virB promoter has additional regulatory inputs that work to fine tune its regulatory response. (i) The
VirB protein participates in a feedback loop to positively autoregulate its own promoter (Kane and
Dorman, 2012). At 30°C, when native virB expression level is low, exogenous expression of virB can
significantly increase the activity of the virB promoter to levels similar to those observed in an hns null
mutant (Kane and Dorman, 2012) by binding to a cis-acting binding site within the virB promoter
(located between -285 and -277 relative to the virB TSS) (Kane and Dorman, 2012). During the transition
from 30 to 37°C, VirB participates in the full and continuous activation of the virB promoter, unlike at
the virF promoter where VirB only participates in the initial activation (Kane and Dorman, 2012). To
date, however, it remains unclear how VirB impacts or is constrained by the regulatory effects mediated
by VirF and H-NS at the virB promoter. (ii) The integration host factor (IHF, discussed below), is required
for the continuous expression of virB in stationary phase by binding a region, -171 to -183, located
upstream of the essential VirF binding site (Porter and Dorman, 1997b), although the effect is mild (an
approximately 2-fold reduction in virB expression in the absence of IHF). Notably, exogenous expression
of virB is able to compensate for the lack of IHF (Porter and Dorman, 1997b). (iii) The iron-responsive
trans-acting small RNA, RyhB, is able to transcriptionally regulate virB independently of VirF when
expressed exogenously ((Broach et al., 2012; Murphy and Payne, 2007); see Chapter on Ribo-regulation
for further discussion). While RyhB-dependent modulation of virB transcription is independent of all
factors known to regulate virB transcription, DNA sequences in the middle of the virB open reading
frame appear to be required for this regulation (Broach et al., 2012), which suggests that RyhBdependent regulation of virB transcription is both direct and mechanistically novel.
virB mRNA levels are also post-transcriptionally regulated by the RNA binding protein Hfq (Mitobe et al.,
2008, 2009). Under non-physiological temperatures (Mitobe et al., 2008) or osmolarities (Mitobe et al.,
2009) virB mRNA is relatively unstable when compared to physiological conditions. Deletion of the hfq
gene increases the stability of virB mRNA and consequently increases VirB protein levels and VirBregulated gene expression under non-physiological conditions (Mitobe et al., 2008, 2009). Therefore,
although a description of this post-transcriptional effect may appear misplaced in a chapter that focuses
on the transcriptional control of Shigella virulence genes, Hfq is clearly involved in the modulation of
virB mRNA levels in Shigella.
The VirB protein
VirB (also called InvE in S. sonnei; (Watanabe et al., 1990)) is small (35.4 kDa), basic and encoded by
pINV and represents a unique and novel class of transcriptional regulators. It has been extensively
characterized as a positive transcriptional regulator of virulence-associated genes (Adler et al., 1989; Le
Gall et al., 2005; Watanabe et al., 1990), but does not appear to function as a transcription activator per
se (Lee et al., 2012). Instead, it functions to counteract H-NS-mediated repression (Stoebel et al., 2008;
Wing et al., 2004). VirB shares no homology with currently characterized transcriptional regulators, but
shares significant homology with ParB (42.8% amino acid identity over 278 residues) and SopB (30.4%
amino acid identity over 168 residues) (Watanabe et al., 1990), which are proteins involved in plasmid
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partitioning and maintenance of the P1 and F plasmids, respectively (Abeles et al., 1985; Mori et al.,
1986). Despite this similarity, which is especially high within the first two thirds of these proteins, VirB
does not retain any plasmid partitioning activity (Buchrieser et al., 2000; Radnedge et al., 1997; Taniya
et al., 2003).
Two structural domains have been characterized in the VirB protein: the centrally located DNA binding
domain, which contains a HTH motif (residues 148-171) and an oligomerization domain, which is
predicted to form a trimeric-coiled coil region at the extreme C-terminus (residues 260-309), (Beloin et
al., 2002; Gao et al., 2013). Initially, a leucine zipper dimerization domain was also predicted in VirB
(residues 193-228) (Beloin et al., 2002), but structural studies did not support this prediction (Gao et al.,
2013). Based on high levels of homology with the N-terminus of ParB and SopB, the VirB N-terminal
region is likely to be flexible in solution (Vecchiarelli and Funnell, 2013). This probably explains why
structural studies of the N-terminus of VirB are lacking, even though a variety of functions have been
proposed for it, including transcriptional activation, structural involvement in DNA binding and protein
interactions (Beloin et al., 2002).
The DNA binding domain of VirB is 80% identical to the HTH domain of ParB (Beloin et al., 2002; Surtees
and Funnell, 2001), which strongly suggests that the DNA binding properties of these two proteins are
similar. Not surprisingly, DNA binding studies for VirB have often paralleled those done with ParB (Beloin
et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2013; McKenna et al., 2003; Taniya et al., 2003; Turner and Dorman, 2007;
Watanabe et al., 1990). To date, the only established VirB binding site (A/G)(A/T)G(G)AAAT (Taniya et
al., 2003), is a composite of three sites (located at the virA, spa15, and icsB promoters) that bear
similarity to a part of the ParB binding site parS on the P1 plasmid (ATTTCAC, also known as A-boxes)
(Radnedge et al., 1996). Importantly, this site does not represent a consensus of all VirB binding sites
found on pINV, nor is it an in vitro-generated protein binding logo. To complicate matters further, the
sites required for the VirB-dependent regulation of virulence genes are sometimes organized as inverted
repeats (separated by a single nucleotide) (Castellanos et al., 2009; Turner and Dorman, 2007), and
sometimes organized as single heptameric sequences (Kane and Dorman, 2012). This raises questions
about which DNA sequences are sufficient for VirB binding, and how VirB initially engages these
sequences. Although inverted repeats are often bound by dimeric proteins, recent crystallographic
studies of the DNA binding domain of VirB bound to two inverted repeats, suggest that VirB does not
need to dimerize before engaging its recognition site (Gao et al., 2013). Instead, the DNA binding
domain of VirB, which importantly cannot dimerize/oligomerize, interacts with just one half of the
inverted repeat, via the half site known as box 2 (Gao et al., 2013). This is in contrast to ParB, which is
demonstrated to occupy both half sites within its recognition sequences in similar crystallographic
studies (Schumacher and Funnell, 2005). Interestingly, VirB commonly binds to DNA non-specifically in
vitro (Harrison, 2010; McKenna et al., 2003; Turner and Dorman, 2007), yet is capable of binding to its
targets in vivo with specificity (Beloin et al., 2002). This strongly suggests that the binding specificity of
VirB is determined by a factor or condition present in vivo that is absent in vitro. So far, however, the
identity of this factor or condition remains elusive. Clearly, there is still much that needs to be learned
about how VirB recognizes and binds to its DNA targets.
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The oligomerization domain of VirB is found in the C-terminus, which is the least similar region of VirB
when compared to ParB and SopB. This region enhances DNA binding both in vivo and in vitro and is
necessary for the oligomerization of VirB in solution, because C-terminally truncated proteins have lost
this ability (Beloin et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2013). While ParB also oligomerizes in solution and along DNA
(Rodionov et al., 1999; Rodionov and Yarmolinsky, 2004; Surtees and Funnell, 1999), this activity is
mediated by its extreme N-terminus (Surtees and Funnell, 1999, 2001), demonstrating that different
regions within ParB and VirB confer their shared ability to oligomerization. In vitro VirB:DNA complexes
appear as smears and large molecular weight complexes at the top of the gel when resolved
electrophoretically, rather than discrete bands, which supports oligomerization along DNA (Harrison,
2010; McKenna et al., 2003; Turner and Dorman, 2007). VirB oligomerization in the context of
transcriptional derepression appears important, but so far its precise role remains unclear.
Although many questions about VirB-mediated transcriptional derepression remain unanswered, a
working model has been proposed. The HTH domain of VirB binds to the cis-acting heptameric
sequence, which serves as a nucleation point (Beloin et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2013; Kane and Dorman,
2012; Turner and Dorman, 2007). VirB binding introduces a bend in the intrinsically, highly flexible Atract segment within the binding site, which facilitates the non-specific binding of VirB oligomers along
the DNA (Gao et al., 2013). This is a novel feature of VirB because ParB-like proteins are unable to
induce bends in the DNA. VirB oligomerization along the DNA strand destabilizes the H-NS-bound DNA
complex to allow transcription to proceed (Beloin et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2013; Kane and Dorman, 2012;
Turner and Dorman, 2007). Taken together, while it is clear that DNA binding and oligomerization
activities of VirB are key for its activity as a transcriptional derepressor of Shigella virulence genes, much
remains unclear about how this unusual transcriptional regulator counteracts repression mediated by
the nucleoid structuring protein H-NS. It is hoped that in depth studies of transcriptional derepression at
VirB–regulated promoters will shed light on this non-traditional, yet conserved, regulatory mechanism.
The regulatory effect of VirB
In contrast to VirF, VirB has an extensive regulon. This includes genes of the ipa-mxi-spa entry region,
genes located outside of this region including icsP, phoN2, ospB, ospF, ospC1, ospC2/3/4, virA, ospD1,
ospD2, orf13, orf81, orf137, ipaJ, virB and the genes of the VirF and MxiE regulons, which are indirectly
regulated by VirB via its direct control of virF and mxiE (Adler et al., 1989; Berlutti et al., 1998; Bongrand
et al., 2012; Le Gall et al., 2005; Santapaola et al., 2002; Taniya et al., 2003; Uchiya et al., 1995;
Watanabe et al., 1990; Wing et al., 2004). Of those genes thought to be directly regulated by VirB,
binding of VirB to the promoter region has only been demonstrated for a subset of genes, including icsB,
icsP, ospZ and virB (Harrison, 2010; Kane and Dorman, 2012; McKenna et al., 2003; Taniya et al., 2003;
Turner and Dorman, 2007).
The best characterized VirB-dependent promoter is PicsB (Beloin and Dorman, 2003; McKenna et al.,
2003; Taniya et al., 2003; Turner and Dorman, 2007; Watanabe et al., 1990). This promoter is found in
the entry region and controls the transcriptional expression of the ipa operon, of which icsB is the first
gene. H-NS occupies a large region within the icsB promoter from -110 to +25 relative to the icsB TSS
(Beloin and Dorman, 2003; Porter and Dorman, 1997b; Turner and Dorman, 2007). When bound, H-NS
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inhibits open complex formation (Turner and Dorman, 2007). Based on its DNase I footprint, however, it
seems more likely that H-NS blocks the recruitment RNA polymerase to the icsB promoter, rather than
blocking open complex formation directly. Located immediately upstream of the H-NS bound region, is
the site required for VirB-dependent regulation of PicsB. While this site (centered at -114 relative to the
TSS (Porter and Dorman, 1997b; Turner and Dorman, 2007)) is organized as an inverted repeat,
mutagenesis studies reveal that only the promoter-distal half of the inverted repeat (Box 2) is required
for the VirB-dependent regulation of the icsB promoter (Turner and Dorman, 2007). VirB binding to this
site changes the DNA topology within the H-NS-occupied region, as judged by DNase I footprinting. It
has been proposed that these changes destabilize the H-NS:DNA complex, leading to the displacement
of H-NS from the icsB promoter (Turner and Dorman, 2007). Since the VirB protein has no effect on RNA
polymerase recruitment or formation of the open transcription complex, VirB can be considered a
derepressor rather than a positive transcription factor at the icsB promoter (Turner and Dorman, 2007).
The icsP promoter is located on the opposite side of pINV relative to the entry region. It controls the
expression of a monocistronic gene that encodes the outer membrane protease IcsP, which modulates
the amount of the actin tail assembly protein IcsA that is associated with the bacterial surface (Egile et
al., 1997; Shere et al., 1997; Steinhauer et al., 1999). At PicsP, VirB also functions to counteract H-NSmediated repression of transcription, which remains in effect even after a shift to 37°C (Wing et al.,
2004). But here, in contrast to the situation at the icsB promoter, both halves of an inverted repeat,
made up of two heptamers each closely matching the characterized VirB binding site (Taniya et al.,
2003), are required for VirB-dependent regulation (Castellanos et al., 2009). Importantly, these sites are
located more than 1 kb upstream of the icsP TSS (from position -1144 to -1130, relative to the TSS)
(Castellanos et al., 2009), which is striking because traditionally bacterial transcription factors were
thought to mediate their effects from sites located within 200 bp of the TSS (Balleza et al., 2009;
Collado-Vides et al., 1991). Consequently, this example demonstrates that VirB is capable of mediating
long range effects on transcription and raises the possibility that VirB may control the transcription of
other pINV-encoded virulence genes from previously overlooked remote sites. More recently, the VirB
binding sites found to regulate the icsP promoter were also found to regulate transcription from a
second icsP promoter (Hensley et al., 2011) as well as the divergent ospZ promoter (Basta et al., 2013).
Interestingly, the VirB binding sites lie closer to the beginning of the ospZ gene (425 bp upstream of
ATG) than the icsP gene (1164 bp upstream of ATG) (Basta et al., 2013). Even so, the regulatory effect
mediated by VirB is much stronger on icsP than on ospZ (Basta et al., 2013; Hensley et al., 2011). Based
on 5’ truncation analysis of both icsP and ospZ promoters, the region required for H-NS-mediated
repression of the icsP and ospZ promoters seems to lie immediately downstream of the VirB binding site
in the direction of the icsP gene located between -893 and -351, relative to the primary icsP TSS (Basta
et al., 2013; Castellanos et al., 2009; Harrison, 2010). Therefore, unlike the icsB promoter, H-NSmediated repression of icsP/ospZ locus require sequences located upstream of the promoter elements.
However, similar to the situation at the icsB promoter, H-NS-mediated repression of icsP and ospZ does
appear to be mediated by sequences that lie immediately adjacent to the region occupied by VirB.
As described previously, at the virB promoter, which is located immediately adjacent and downstream
of the ipa operon, H-NS binds between -20 and +20 (Tobe et al., 1993) and VirB mediates its effect from
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a single heptameric sequence rather than an inverted repeat (Kane and Dorman, 2012). This site displays
a 7/8 match to the characterized VirB binding site and is centered at position –281.5 relative to the TSS
of virB. Protection of this site by VirB can be seen by DNase I footprinting. As described above, VirB
binding to this site, as cultures are switched from 30 to 37°C, is reported to relieve H-NS-mediated
repression of PvirB more rapidly and in a more sustained manner than is caused by the change in
temperature alone (Kane and Dorman, 2012).
Based on these examples, it is clear that there is significant diversity in the architecture of VirB-regulated
promoters, not only in the position of the VirB binding site relative to the promoter elements and
regions bound by H-NS, but also within the VirB binding sites themselves. Fifty six occurrences of the
VirB binding site found at PicsB (5’-ATTTCAT-3’) have been found on pINV taken from S. flexneri serotype
5a (pWR100) and over 1000 sites were found with a single mismatch (Le Gall et al., 2005). Based on
these findings, it seems highly unlikely that the characterized VirB binding site is a strong predictor of
VirB-regulated targets. Nevertheless, one common theme is that when VirB-mediated regulation is
established, the function of the VirB protein appears to be conserved: to counteract H-NS-mediated
repression, even though the mechanism driving VirB–dependent derepression remains poorly
understood.
As the tier 3 regulator of virulence gene expression on pINV, VirB also regulates the transcription of the
genes encoding the tier 4 regulators, MxiE and IpgC, which are encoded by the 30 kb entry region. As
described in the next section, MxiE and IpgC regulate the transcription of genes required for postinvasion activities (discussed below); triggering the expression of a unique set of genes (tier 4) as well
enhancing the expression of some VirB-regulated genes (tier 3) during conditions of secretion.

iii/ Regulatory control mediated by the pINV-encoded regulators, MxiE and IpgC
Events that trigger the expression of mxiE, ipgC, ospD1 & spa15
Transcription of tier 4 genes, those expressed in response to activation of the TTSS, relies on a complex
circuitry involving tier 3 gene products: the AraC-like transcriptional activator MxiE, its co-activator IpgC,
the anti-MxiE activator OspD1, and OspD1 chaperone Spa15 (Parsot et al., 2005). Each of these proteins
is encoded by a gene located on pINV. The mxiE gene lies within the mxi operon of the 30 kb entry
region (which is controlled by the PipgD), ipgC is located within the divergently transcribed ipa operon
(which is controlled by PicsB), spa15 is the first gene of the spa operon and ospD1 is encoded by a
monocistronic gene located outside of the entry region (residues 20964-21641 on pWR100). As
expected by their tier 3 status, mxiE, ipgC, spa15 and ospD1 are all maximally expressed at 37°C in a
VirB-dependent manner (Le Gall et al., 2005). Importantly though, the amount of MxiE protein made by
Shigella is determined by regulatory events that occur during transcription elongation of the mxiE locus
(Penno et al., 2005).
The mxiE locus contains two overlapping open reading frames (ORF), mxiEa and mxiEb, which are out of
frame with one another by -1. Transcriptional slippage of RNA polymerase on a run of 9 T residues found
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in this region can place these two ORFs in the same frame, allowing the full-length mxiE gene to be
transcribed (Penno et al., 2005). While mxiEa (codons 1-43) is often expressed without mxiEb, the small
MxiEa peptide does not appear to function in the regulatory circuit controlling expression of tier 4 genes
(Penno et al., 2005). In contrast, mxiEb (codons 44-251) is only ever transcribed in the context of fulllength mxiE, but is essential because it encodes its DNA binding determinants for MxiE (Penno et al.,
2005). Although conditions that influence frameshifting efficiency have the potential to regulate
production of MxiE, a small increase in the amount of MxiE is unlikely to significantly impact expression
of MxiE-regulated genes. This is because the activity of MxiE is so tightly controlled by the availability of
its co-activator IpgC (described below) (Mavris et al., 2002a). If, however, transcriptional slippage was
prevented under conditions that trigger the activation of the TTS apparatus, MxiE production would fail
and MxiE-regulated genes would not be expressed (Penno et al., 2005). Thus, specific environmental
conditions that hinder transcriptional slippage by RNA polymerase during the transcription of mxiE have
the potential to negatively influence MxiE-regulated gene expression under conditions of secretion. To
date, the precise nature of these conditions, if they exist, remains elusive.
The MxiE, IpgC, OspD1 and Spa15 proteins and their interactions
The capacity of MxiE to function as a transcriptional activator is controlled by the secretion status of
Shigella (Figure 3). Key players in the modulation of MxiE-regulatory activity are i) the MxiE co-activator
IpgC, which also serves as the chaperone for the TTSS translocators IpaB and IpaC (Menard et al., 1994;
Page et al., 2001) (Mavris et al., 2002a), ii) the MxiE anti-activator OspD1 and iii) the OspD1 chaperone
Spa15 (Marteyn et al., 2012; Page et al., 2002). As the TTSS is activated, IpaB and IpaC dissociate from
IpgC and OspD1 dissociates from both MxiE and its chaperone Spa15 (Parsot et al., 2005), allowing
secretion of IpaB, IpaC and OspD1. As a consequence, levels of liberated MxiE and IpgC rise in the
bacterial cytoplasm, where these two proteins are believed to associate with each other to trigger
transcriptional activation of MxiE-regulated genes (Parsot et al., 2005). In support of this, MxiE and IpgC
have been shown to associate in the cytoplasm of E. coli after co-expression of their genes (Pilonieta and
Munson, 2008). Furthermore, MxiE and IpgC are sufficient to activate transcription of target promoters
in the absence of other virulence plasmid encoded factors (Mavris et al., 2002a; Penno et al., 2005). So
far, however, binding of MxiE or even MxiE:IpgC complexes to DNA has not been demonstrated and the
molecular details of the interaction between MxiE and its co-activator IpgC remain poorly understood,
although it is predicted that the N-terminal part of MxiE, encoded by mxiEa, is involved (Penno et al.,
2005), based on similarity to the SicA/InvF system in Salmonella enterica (Darwin and Miller, 2001).
While additional work is required to fully understand the molecular details of the regulatory control
mediated by MxiE and IpgC, the sophisticated use of an apparently defective transcriptional activator, a
co-activator that doubles as a TTSS chaperone, an anti-activator and its chaperone to control the
transcription of MxiE-regulated genes is both evolutionarily impressive and elaborate way to tie the
activity of the TTSS to the expression of a second wave of TTSS effector proteins.
The regulatory effect of MxiE and IpgC
Although mxiE and ipgC are transcribed prior to secretion-specific conditions, most of its regulon
members are only transcribed once the TTSS is activated ((Demers et al., 1998; Kane et al., 2002; Mavris
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et al., 2002b); Figure 3). During infection, this activation occurs once host cell contact has been made by
Shigella; but the addition of Congo red dye to growth media or the use of ipaB mutants, in which type III
secretion is dysregulated (Kane et al., 2002; Mavris et al., 2002a; Mavris et al., 2002b) can “artificially”
trigger the activation the type III secretion system and hence the expression of the MxiE regulon. By
combining these approaches, the full extent of the MxiE regulon has been characterized ((Bongrand et
al., 2012; Buchrieser et al., 2000; Demers et al., 1998; Kane et al., 2002; Mavris et al., 2002a; Mavris et
al., 2002b); Figure 2). Thirteen MxiE-regulated genes are encoded by the large virulence plasmid pINV:
ospB, phoN2, ospC1, ospD3, ospE1, ospE2, ospF, ospG, virA, ipaH1.4, ipaH4.5, ipaH7.8 and ipaH9.8
(Bongrand et al., 2012; Le Gall et al., 2005); the remaining MxiE-regulated genes are the chromosomally
encoded ipaH genes, the number of which varies from strain to strain (Bongrand et al., 2012; Mavris et
al., 2002b).
The DNA binding site required for MxiE-mediated activation is 17 bp in length and typically overlaps the
-35 region of MxiE-regulated promoters. This site designated the MxiE box (5’-GTATCGTTTTTTTAnAG-3’)
was originally identified by promoter mapping and deletion analysis of three MxiE-regulated promoters
(ipaH9.8, virA and ospC1) (Mavris et al., 2002b), but similar sites (with up to 3 base pair mismatches)
have since been found upstream of all of the designated MxiE-regulated genes (Bongrand et al., 2012).
Interestingly, the identification and requirement of MxiE boxes upstream of each one of the
chromosomally encoded ipaH genes (Bongrand et al., 2012), demonstrates that chromosomal loci can
indeed fall under the transcriptional control of a pINV-encoded regulator, raising the possibility that
other chromosomal genes may be pINV-regulated too.
By comparing the expression of the MxiE-regulated genes in a variety of Shigella mutant backgrounds,
two sub-classes of MxiE-regulated genes were discovered (Le Gall et al., 2005): i) those regulated by
MxiE alone, and ii) those directly regulated by VirB under conditions of non-secretion and further
upregulated by MxiE under conditions of secretion (Figure 2). It has been proposed that this hierarchy
allows VirB-regulated primary effector proteins to be secreted immediately after the TTSS is activated,
and then a subset of these proteins (including ospB, phoN2, ospF, ospC1 and virA) to be further
upregulated by MxiE. Thus, MxiE can upregulate expression of effectors initially expressed by VirB, and
also regulate a unique set of genes (the true tier 4 genes) in a second wave of effector secretion. The
organization of genes into one of these subclasses allows the precise and deliberate secretion of
proteins into the host cell cytoplasm, so that the host cell can be manipulated in an exquisite and
coordinated manner by these Shigella encoded MxiE-regulated effectors.

V.

Transcriptional control mediated by other chromosomally
encoded regulators

As we have seen, the expression of virulence genes encoded by pINV relies on a suite of transcriptional
regulators that are also encoded by this large virulence plasmid (discussed in section IV). Evolutionarily
this makes sense; the horizontally-acquired virulence genes were acquired along with their cognate
transcriptional regulators. But, regulatory cross-talk between pINV and the chromosome is evident in
Shigella. For instance, the chromosomally encoded ipaH genes, which encode type III translocators, are
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directly regulated by the pINV-encoded transcriptional regulator MxiE (Bongrand et al., 2012).
Furthermore, several chromosomally encoded transcriptional regulators have been shown to directly
bind to promoters located on the virulence plasmid to regulate their expression (Figure 4). In this
section, we will focus on the regulatory inputs made by chromosomally encoded transcription
regulators, first focusing on those that bind directly to pINV promoters, including FIS, IHF, CpxR, FNR and
PhoP (H-NS and its homologs have been previously discussed above) and concluding with those whose
influence, thus far, appears to be indirect, such as Fur, CsrA, ArcA and OmpR (Figure 4).
Chromosomally encoded regulators with a direct role in the transcriptional regulation of virulence genes
located on pINV
FIS
FIS, the factor for inversion stimulation, is characterized as a nucleoid structuring protein, like H-NS. In E.
coli, FIS contributes to the overall cell physiology by participating in many essential processes and by
binding to hundreds of DNA targets (discussed in (Browning et al., 2010)). Consequently, FIS has been
given the title “global modulator of metabolism” (Schneider et al., 1999). Although the primary role of
FIS is to inhibit transcription of nonessential genes during exponential growth in E. coli and Salmonella
enterica, it does have the capability to activate gene transcription in E. coli (Opel et al., 2004; Wilson et
al., 2001). In Shigella, FIS facilitates the temperature-dependent activation of PvirF to positively
influence virF expression (discussed previously; Figure 4). After temperature-induced (37°C) changes in
the DNA topology has removed H-NS and exposed a FIS binding site, FIS binds to the virF promoter to
further upregulate transcription (Falconi et al., 2001). Additionally, during the transition between nonpermissive (30°C) to permissive (37°C) temperatures, FIS either (1) competes with H-NS for binding sites
at PvirF, since 2 of the 4 identified FIS binding sites overlap with one of the two H-NS binding sites, or (2)
forms an intermediate complex with H-NS to promote the transition from a repressed promoter state to
an active state (Falconi et al., 2001). Therefore, while FIS directly regulates transcription from the pINVlocated virF promoter and likely contributes to its robust expression during infection, it is not absolutely
essential for virF expression. It remains unclear if FIS regulates other genes on pINV at this time.
IHF
The integration host factor, IHF, is another example of a nucleoid structuring protein that influences
transcription of pINV genes. The alpha and beta subunits of this heterodimeric protein are encoded by
the ihfA and ihfB genes, respectively. In E. coli, the primary role of IHF is to sharply bend DNA (more
than 160°) (Rice et al., 1996) to cooperatively work with other NSPs or transcription factors to facilitate
gene transcription, DNA recombination or DNA replication. Moreover, IHF can contribute to promoter
activation by directly interacting with the alpha subunit of RNA polymerase (Goosen and van de Putte,
1995). Evidence suggests IHF binds directly to both tier 1 (PvirF) and tier 2 promoters (PvirB and PicsA)
on pINV (Figure 4), based on the formation of IHF-dependent protein DNA complexes in in vitro binding
assays from crude extracts, and the presence of putative IHF binding sites in the DNA surrounding these
promoters [virF +45 to +57; icsA +109 to +122; virB -171 to -183, relative to the respective TSS] (Porter
and Dorman, 1997b). The role of IHF at these promoters appears to be one of modulation rather than
essentiality, but its regulatory function appears to vary; being an activator at PvirF and PicsA during
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exponential growth phase and an alleviator of H-NS-mediated repression at PvirB during stationary
phase (Porter and Dorman, 1997b).
CpxR
The CpxR/CpxA two component system is a signal transducing pathway that is initiated in response to
extracytoplasmic stress, including, but not limited to, cell envelope perturbations, misfolded proteins
and changes in pH (recently reviewed in (Raivio, 2014)). As a two component system, the presence of a
specific signal is recognized by the sensor kinase CpxA, which phosphorylates its cognate response
regulator CpxR, which in turn regulates the expression of several genes needed to overcome the stress.
In Shigella, the CpxR/CpxA system was first implicated in the modulation of virulence gene expression
when an E. coli cpxA mutant led to the pH-dependent dysregulation of a virF’-‘lacZ translational fusion,
at both pH 7.4 and 6.0, but particularly at pH 6.0 (Nakayama and Watanabe, 1995). A subsequent study,
established CpxR as an essential activator of virF expression and demonstrated that CpxR binds to
sequences located between -103 to -37 relative to the TSS of the virF gene (Nakayama and Watanabe,
1998). In this study, however, disparate phenotypes were associated with the cpxR and cpxA mutants;
the cpxR mutant abolished virF expression, while the cpxA mutant retained comparatively high levels of
virF expression, regardless of pH. Two explanations were offered (Nakayama and Watanabe, 1998).
First, in the absence of cpxA, CpxR may have become phosphorylated by another phosphate donor.
Second, phosphorylated CpxR may not be the only factor that contributes to virF expression in vivo,
which we now know to be true (Falconi et al., 2001; Kane and Dorman, 2012). A later study,
characterized another cpxA mutant, which had a transposon insertion closer to the 5’ end of the cpxA
gene (Mitobe et al., 2005), than the originally described mutant (Nakayama and Watanabe, 1995).
Strikingly, this cpxA mutant did not show a difference in virF expression profiles compared to wild type
at neutral pH, despite this mutation causing a down-regulation of the TTSS in Shigella (Mitobe et al.,
2005). Instead, this cpxA mutant exhibited a decrease in the posttranscriptional processing of virB mRNA
(InvE) (Mitobe et al., 2005), which suggest that CpxA mediates post-transcriptional regulation of virB via
an unidentified factor. Based on these three studies (Mitobe et al., 2005; Nakayama and Watanabe,
1995; Nakayama and Watanabe, 1998), it is clear that the chromosomally encoded CpxR/CpxA system
plays an important role in the activation of the Shigella virulence regulatory cascade (Figure 4): CpxR
functions as a direct and essential activator of virF gene expression (Nakayama and Watanabe, 1998),
while CpxA is involved in the pH-dependent modulation of virF expression and the post-transcriptional
modulation of virB mRNA levels (Mitobe et al., 2005; Nakayama and Watanabe, 1995).
FNR
The anaerobic transcriptional regulator, FNR (fumarate and nitrate reduction), is required for the
invasive phenotype of Shigella in anaerobic environments, such as those encountered in the host
gastrointestinal (GI) tract lumen (Marteyn et al., 2010). In fact, cells grown anaerobically exhibit an
increase in cell entry into epithelial cells when compared to cells grown aerobically (Marteyn et al.,
2010). This is because Shigella becomes “primed” during anoxic conditions via FNR. FNR directly
represses the promoters of the tier 3 genes spa32 and spa33 ((Marteyn et al., 2010); Figure 4). Spa32
controls the production of proteins that mediate TTSS needle length and the selection of substrates for
secretion (Magdalena et al., 2002; Tamano et al., 2002) while dysregulation of Spa33 blocks Ipa
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secretion (Schuch and Maurelli, 2001). Therefore, FNR-mediated repression of spa32 and spa33 causes
TTSS needle length to increase, which is predicted to facilitate contact with host cells during infection,
and prevents type III secretion, thus allowing effectors to accumulate in the bacterial cytoplasm
(Marteyn et al., 2010). It is proposed that as the “primed” Shigella approaches the epithelial layer of the
lower GI tract, there is sufficient oxygen to inactivate FNR, allowing type III secretion to occur from the
longer and more numerous needles in contact with host cells, ultimately leading to enhanced host cell
entry. These proposed events are congruent with multiple lines of investigation, including
microelectrode monitoring of the surface of epithelial cells that have recently been moved to an
anaerobic cabinet, oxygen reporters used within the rabbit ileal loop model of infection and SEM
imaging of Shigella taken from aerobic or anaerobic cultures (Marteyn et al., 2010). In summary, the
chromosomally encoded transcription factor FNR transcriptionally regulates the pINV-located genes,
spa32 and spa33, to facilitate the priming of bacterial cells in anoxic conditions, like those found in the
lower intestine, so that Shigella is primed and ready for invasion of the colonic epithelium.
PhoP
In many Gram-negative pathogens, the PhoP/PhoQ two component regulatory system modulates the
expression of genes essential for virulence. This system is thought to be activated intracellularly when
PhoQ senses the low magnesium environment of the phagosome. In Shigella, phoP mutants are more
susceptible to killing by polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) and cationic antimicrobial peptides,
which play important roles in late stage infections (Moss et al., 2000), but the role of PhoP in the
invasion and intercellular spread of Shigella remains somewhat ambiguous (Cai et al., 2011; Moss et al.,
2000; Sidik et al., 2014). Although the genes responsible for the phenotypes observed in the original
Moss et al. study were not identified, at least one operon on pINV, which is comprised of four genes
(shf/pgdA, rfbU/wabB, virK, msbB2), has subsequently been shown to be regulated by the PhoP/Q
system ((Goldman et al., 2008); Figure 4). Upstream of this operon and overlapping the -35 promoter
element lies a putative PhoP binding site, mutations in which lead to diminished PhoP-dependent
promoter activity (Goldman et al., 2008). Furthermore, mutations in the last two genes of the operon,
msbB2 and virK, generate phenotypes that are consistent with other studies of phoP mutants (Cai et al.,
2011; Goldman et al., 2008; Moss et al., 2000; Sidik et al., 2014). Briefly, the msbB2 gene, encodes a
myristoyl transferase enzyme that catalyzes the last step in the synthesis of the lipid A moiety of LPS.
Expression of msbB2 is detected in low magnesium ion conditions, but not in the presence of high
magnesium ion concentration (Goldman et al., 2008). Under low magnesium conditions, MsbB2
functions to increase the overall hexa-acylation of lipid A (Goldman et al., 2008), which is proposed to
confer increased resistance to antimicrobial peptides: a phenotype observed by Moss et al. (Moss et al.,
2000). On the other hand, the upstream gene, virK, was initially implicated in both intracellular and
intercellular spread because a virK::Tn10 mutation led to a decrease in Shigella-associated IcsA (Nakata
et al., 1992), the protein required for actin-based motility. Subsequent analyses revealed that this
mutation caused an increase in the amount of IcsP, an outer membrane protease that functions to
proteolytically cleave the IcsA determinant for actin-based motility from the bacterial surface (Wing et
al., 2005). More recently, virK has also been implicated in relieving bacterial envelope stress that occurs
during growth at 37°C (Sidik et al., 2014). Although the precise activity of VirK remains unclear at this
time, it is likely that all the phenotypes associated with virK mutants will be explained once it is
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discovered (Nakata et al., 1992; Sidik et al., 2014; Wing et al., 2005). In summary, the chromosomally
encoded PhoP/Q system is essential for Shigella virulence because it plays an important role in the
regulation of pINV genes encoding traits such as actin-based intracellular and intercellular spread,
resistance to antimicrobial peptides and PMN-mediated killing. Whether PhoP mediates control over
these virulence traits solely via its direct regulation of the shf/pgdA, rfbU/wabB, virK, msbB2 operon, or
whether other PhoP-regulated virulence loci on pINV are directly or indirectly involved, still needs to be
established.
Chromosomally encoded regulators with an indirect role in the expression of genes located on pINV
Fur
In the presence of iron, the global transcriptional repressor of bacterial iron acquisition, Fur (Ferric
uptake regulator), complexes with iron and binds target DNA sites to repress transcription of ironresponsive genes. Meanwhile, in iron-limiting conditions, Fur-mediated repression is alleviated, which
permits the transcription of iron-responsive genes. In Shigella and E. coli, Fur represses expression of the
sRNA RyhB in the presence of iron (Massé and Gottesman, 2002; Oglesby et al., 2005). Strikingly, in
Shigella, production of RyhB not only decreases mRNA levels of targets known to be regulated by RyhB
in E. coli, but it also decreases virB mRNA levels, presumably by RyhB binding to a complementary
sequence within the virB coding region (discussed above; (Broach et al., 2012; Murphy and Payne,
2007). Consequently, RyhB production leads to the downregulation of tier 3 VirB-dependent loci,
including ipaABCDE, ipgABCE, mxiACDEJL, virA and icsP (Africa et al., 2011; Murphy and Payne, 2007).
Thus, under iron-limiting conditions, which are likely encountered within the intracellular compartment
of host cells, the expression of icsP (Africa et al., 2011), and presumably other VirB-regulated genes, is
downregulated (Figure 4). Therefore, transcriptional repression of PryhB by Fur, the chromosomally
encoded iron responsive transcription factor, indirectly leads to the upregulation of the pINV-encoded
virulence regulator gene virB and its downstream targets on pINV, demonstrating yet another layer of a
stringent control of tier 3 promoters.
CsrA
The carbon storage regulator CsrA has been shown to positively influence the expression of virF and virB
((Gore and Payne, 2010); Figure 4). Although this glycolysis activator/gluconeogenesis repressor has
been demonstrated as a RNA binding protein in E. coli (Baker et al., 2002; Dubey et al., 2003; Liu et al.,
1995; Romeo, 1998; Sabnis et al., 1995), the mechanism in which it modulates virF and virB expression is
unclear. What is known is that a csrA null mutation results in an inability of cells to attach and invade
Henle cells, likely due to the reduction of virF and virB expression, which directly correlates to a
reduction of invasion proteins (Gore and Payne, 2010). Meanwhile, the opposing carbon metabolism
regulator Cra, which serves as a glycolysis repressor/gluconeogenesis activator (Saier and Ramseier,
1996), has an opposite effect regarding cell invasion. cra mutants are able to attach and invade more
Henle cells when compared to wild type (Gore and Payne, 2010). These observations suggest that
Shigella invasion and virulence is intimately connected to glycolysis and carbon metabolism via the
regulators controlling these metabolic pathways (also discussed in (Eisenreich et al., 2010)). Indeed,
these conclusions were supported by a recent proteomic survey in which high levels of proteins involved
in glycolysis were found in bacteria localized within Henle cells (Pieper et al., 2013). Therefore, although
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the role of carbon metabolism regulators on pINV-encoded virulence genes needs further investigation,
there is undoubtedly a connection between carbon metabolism and virulence gene expression.
ArcA
The presence of an additional anaerobic transcriptional regulator ArcA has the potential to add another
layer of complexity onto the existing virulence regulatory circuit. As previously discussed, cells are
primed during anoxic growth via FNR-dependent repression of spa32 and spa33, which prepares
bacterial cells for invasion by inhibiting the secretion of effector proteins and by increasing the length
and number of the type III secretion system needles (Marteyn et al., 2010). Furthermore, ArcA can bind
to the fur promoter and repress its transcription during anaerobiosis (Boulette and Payne, 2007) which
has the potential to increase production of RyhB (described above and (Massé and Gottesman, 2002;
Oglesby et al., 2005)) and decrease virB transcription (Broach et al., 2012; Murphy and Payne, 2007).
Therefore, while ArcA may indirectly influence expression of pINV-encoded virulence genes (Figure 4), it
is apparent that it plays a role in fine-tuning and shaping the overall physiology of the bacterium to
optimize infection and invasion strategies.
OmpR
The OmpR/EnvZ two component system, encoded by the ompB locus of Shigella, has been
demonstrated to facilitate expression of tier 3 virulence genes of the entry region in response to
changes in osmolarity and is required for Shigella virulence (Bernardini et al., 1990). Subsequent studies,
however, demonstrated that constitutive expression of the OmpR-dependent ompC gene, which
encodes an outer membrane porin, bypassed the need for OmpR/EnvZ and restored virulence
phenotypes to Shigella (Bernardini et al., 1993). As such, the role of OmpR/EnvZ in the regulation of
genes of the entry region appears to be indirect, but exactly how the modulation of OmpC by
OmpR/EnvZ impacts virulence gene expression has yet to be characterized.

VI.

Conclusions

The regulation of Shigella virulence genes is a broad topic, which can be viewed succinctly as the
mechanism by which Shigella adapts to environmental conditions encountered ‘en route’ through its
human host. The continual sensing of the surrounding environment by Shigella that are in-transit
triggers a whole range of bacterial responses that occur at every level of gene expression
(transcriptional, post-transcriptional, translational and post-translational) to ensure that Shigella is both
competitive and successful within its human host. In this chapter, the primary focus has been the
transcriptional regulation of virulence genes carried by the large virulence plasmid pINV, which is found
in almost all pathogenic Shigella strains (with the exception of S. dysenteriae serotype 1 and S. boydii
serotype 13, see section II). This emphasis has allowed us to highlight the environmental cues,
regulatory hierarchies, transcriptional regulators and the regulatory mechanisms that modulate the first
step of virulence gene expression in Shigella. Moreover, it has demonstrated that transcription of the
virulence genes carried by pINV is orchestrated by so much more than simple transcription factor:DNA
interactions. To emphasize some of this complexity, we conclude by reviewing the central themes of
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virulence gene expression on pINV, namely transcriptional silencing and anti-silencing, which commonly
controls virulence gene expression in other bacterial pathogens. We also highlight some of the
regulatory mechanisms that allow virulence gene expression in Shigella to be tied to cues encountered
within the host environment, and briefly discuss some of the more unusual and intriguing features of
virulence gene expression on pINV, which merit further investigation. Finally, we describe the challenge
of identifying where and when specific genes are expressed in the human host, as well as some recent
advances that may significantly improve our understanding of this topic. This section will cumulatively
reveal what an excellent model system Shigella is for the study of transcriptional regulation of virulence
genes, but also demonstrate, more generally, what a fascinating organism it is for the study of
regulatory mechanisms controlling bacterial transcription.
As we have seen, the virulence genes carried by pINV are transcriptionally silenced by the nucleoid
structuring protein, H-NS. The H-NS-mediated transcriptional silencing of horizontally acquired genes on
large plasmids, like pINV, is relatively common among the Enterobacteriaceae. Indeed, it has been
proposed that the silencing of these foreign genes (xenogeneic silencing) was central in the evolution of
Shigella species and other enteric pathogens because it allowed the acquisition and maintenance of
large plasmids like pINV in many bacterial species (Stoebel et al., 2008). Transcriptional silencing occurs
at ambient temperatures (below 37°C), when H-NS nucleoprotein complexes form to organize large DNA
molecules like pINV. This renders the DNA inaccessible to sequence-specific DNA binding proteins, like
RNA polymerase, that are needed for transcription to proceed. Although many questions remain about
the extent and mechanism of H-NS-mediated transcriptional repression on pINV, it is clear that the
transcriptional silencing of pINV is central to the genetic circuitry and cellular physiology of Shigella.
Transcriptional silencing by H-NS also provides the context in which almost all other virulence gene
regulation expression occurs on pINV. Consequently, Shigella is an excellent model system for studying
mechanisms of transcriptional repression by H-NS, as well as mechanisms of transcriptional
derepression. In Shigella, the major protein involved in transcriptional derepression of virulence genes is
the anomalous transcriptional regulator VirB. This protein appears to have been co-opted from its
former role as a plasmid partitioning protein to its new role as a transcriptional regulator. Although the
array of transcriptional derepressors employed by bacterial pathogens is impressive (Stoebel et al.,
2008), evidence suggests that the various mechanisms of transcriptional derepression may display some
common features (see text below). Hence, studies of VirB-mediated transcriptional derepression in
Shigella are likely to promote our understanding of virulence gene expression in Shigella and provide
valuable insight into mechanisms of transcriptional derepression mediated by other DNA binding
proteins in other bacteria.
The Shigella system exemplifies how the transcriptional regulation of virulence gene expression can be
exquisitely tied to environmental conditions and/or cues encountered in the human host. Examples of
this can be seen throughout Shigella’s journey through its host. While the initial expression of virulence
genes carried by pINV can be enhanced by physiological pH and osmolarities found in the human body
(Porter and Dorman, 1994, 1997a), undoubtedly the primary cue that triggers the first three tiers of the
regulatory cascade controlling virulence is an upshift to 37°C (Hromockyj et al., 1992; Maurelli et al.,
1984; Maurelli and Sansonetti, 1988; Porter and Dorman, 1994, 1997a). This increase in temperature
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triggers a variety of regulatory events and mechanisms at each of the first 3 levels of the cascade that
vary in their complexity. First, as seen at the virF promoter, a shift to 37°C triggers a change in DNA
curvature that is sufficient to destabilize H-NS:DNA complexes that mediate H-NS-dependent repression
of the virF gene ((Falconi et al., 1998; Falconi et al., 2001; Prosseda et al., 2004); Figure 5). This simple
and yet elegant way of tying transcriptional derepression to a thermal upshift relies on nothing more
than the DNA molecule itself, and yet it triggers the production of VirF, the first regulator of the
transcriptional cascade. Second, at the virB promoter, even though VirF is essential for the activation of
the virB promoter, the genome-wide increase in DNA supercoiling that occurs in response to a
temperature of 37°C, maximizes transcription of the virB gene ((Tobe et al., 1991; Tobe et al., 1993;
Tobe et al., 1995); Figure 5). Hence, a thermally induced change in DNA topology again leads to the
upregulation of a gene within the regulatory cascade, but here the change in DNA topology is modulated
indirectly via the essential enzyme DNA gyrase, which ultimately facilitates activation of the virB
promoter by VirF. Third, the expression of the virB gene in response to a thermal upshift ultimately
allows VirB to bind to its DNA recognition site at tier 3 promoters, where it relieves H-NS-mediated
repression ((Castellanos et al., 2009; Stoebel et al., 2008; Turner and Dorman, 2007; Wing et al., 2004);
Figure 5). Although the mechanistic details of VirB-mediated transcriptional derepression remain
elusive, transcription derepression also appears to be accompanied by a change in DNA topology, at
least at the icsB promoter (Turner and Dorman, 2007). These three examples demonstrate that Shigella
has evolved a variety of mechanisms to tie virulence gene expression to human body temperature.
Regardless, all three examples involve the modulation of DNA topology, although the importance of this
in the context of transcriptional derepression by VirB remains unclear at this time.
Another example of environmental conditions impacting the transcription of virulence genes occurs in
the anaerobic environment of the lower intestine and allows the “anoxic priming” of Shigella for cell
entry (Marteyn et al., 2010). In this case, FNR-mediated repression of two genes found in the entry
region of pINV increases the number and length of type III secretion needles, which facilitates contact
with epithelial cells, and promotes the build-up of type III effector proteins in the bacterial cytosol, so
they are ready for immediate released once host cell contact is made. Perhaps the best example of a cue
that triggers the transcription of virulence genes in the host environment, however, occurs during the
upregulation of tier 4 genes (Kane et al., 2002; Le Gall et al., 2005; Mavris et al., 2002a), where contact
with host epithelial cells activates the Shigella type III secretion system. This allows the effector proteins
IpaB and IpaC to be secreted from the cell and liberates their chaperone, IpgC, so that it can now
function as a co-regulator with the otherwise incapacitated MxiE transcription factor. This elegant
system allows the precise and coordinated expression of tier 4 genes to occur only after the type III
secretion system is active and the primary wave of effectors have been secreted into the host. Clearly
then, Shigella has evolved a variety of mechanisms to tie virulence gene expression to environmental
cues encountered within its host. This ultimately allows virulence genes to be expressed in a deliberate
and controlled manner, so that virulence gene products are synthesized and ready for use when needed
by the bacterial pathogen.
The Shigella system also provides plenty of scope for those interested in the more unusual regulatory
scenarios and/or processes. H-NS and its paralogues. While much is still to be learned about H-NS
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mediated transcriptional repression, the presence of one, or sometimes two, H-NS paralogues (StpA &
Sfh) in different Shigella strains, adds additional complexity to the Shigella system, making it worthy of
investigation (Beloin et al., 2003; Deighan et al., 2003). While these paralogues appear to act as
functional backups for H-NS, at least in the context of virulence gene expression, it remains possible that
they serve additional roles either by functioning on their own or by forming complexes with the other HNS paralogues (Beloin et al., 2003; Deighan et al., 2003). sRNA-mediated regulation. While it is firmly
established that sRNA-mediated regulation plays a significant role in bacterial gene expression (Waters
and Storz, 2009), the extent by which it controls Shigella virulence remains unclear. The presence of
novel mechanisms of sRNA-mediated regulation in Shigella is also possible, based on recent findings
regarding RyhB-dependent regulation of virB transcription (Africa et al., 2011; Broach et al., 2012;
Murphy and Payne, 2007), although further studies are required to support this unusual regulation.
mxiE expression. Although MxiE plays an important role in tying the expression of tier 4 genes to the
activation of the type III secretion, the transcriptional slippage that must occur in order for the fulllength mxiE gene to be transcribed is another fascinating example of transcriptional control in Shigella
(Penno et al., 2005). While the purpose of this regulation remains unclear, it certainly is both novel and
interesting from a gene expression standpoint. pINV entry region. Finally, the entry region of pINV,
which contains the ipa-mxi-spa operons (which appear to range from approximately 7-11 kb in length),
raises questions about the transcripts generated from this locus; what is their length, and how is the
length of each transcript regulated during the transcription of these extremely long operons?
Throughout this chapter we have presented our current understanding of the transcriptional control of
virulence genes on pINV, and highlighted the extent and/or limit of our knowledge to facilitate future
research questions. However, the topic of where and when genes of pINV are transcribed in the human
host has only been briefly discussed. This is because studies that specifically address this question are
relatively rare. Of course, the ideal solution to this problem is to study transcriptional regulation of
virulence genes in situ within human tissues. Although a lofty goal, recent advances have perhaps made
this quest more attainable (Campbell-Valois and Sansonetti, 2014; Campbell-Valois et al., 2014). The use
of a fast maturing green fluorescent protein as a transcriptional reporter of the MxiE-regulated ipaH7.8
gene has revealed the dynamic and temporal regulation of this gene during the course of infection,
being initially upregulated upon cell entry and subsequently downregulated when bacteria gain access
to the host cell cytoplasm (Campbell-Valois et al., 2014). It is proposed that this pattern of transcription
allows the replenishment of bacterial stores of this type III effector so that the cell is prepared for
invasion of the neighboring cell (Campbell-Valois et al., 2014). While these studies were primarily done
in the colonic epithelial cell line TC7 cells, it seems reasonable to predict that with the right animal
model, suitable reporter protein and high resolution imaging system, it would be possible to observe the
expression of various virulence genes in real time within animal tissue. This future direction is an
exciting prospect for those interested in Shigella pathogenicity because it would not only allow us to
identify where and when a particular gene is expressed, but may also allow us to determine the
sequential expression of Shigella virulence genes in the human host. This information has the potential
to be extremely powerful for those interested in novel drug design, because if we know that a specific
gene product is only expressed in the host cell cytoplasm, the importance of delivering a drug that
inhibits the action of this gene product to the host cell cytoplasm becomes abundantly clear.
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In summary then, Shigella provides an excellent model system in which to study transcriptional silencing
and anti-silencing, regulatory processes that not only control virulence gene expression in Shigella but
also in many other bacterial pathogens. The Shigella system also yields an exciting array of
transcriptional mechanisms that tie virulence gene expression to environmental conditions and cues
encountered in the human host, making it a fascinating organism for the study of regulatory
mechanisms controlling bacterial transcription. While the transcription regulation of virulence genes
may seem disjointed from bacterial pathogenesis at first glance, in this chapter we have highlighted how
the precise and coordinated transcriptional regulation of Shigella virulence is essential for the success
and pathogenicity of Shigella species. Therefore, studies that improve understanding of transcriptional
regulation of virulence genes will also undoubtedly advance our knowledge of Shigella pathogenesis and
its interplay with its human host.

Footnote: For those interested in a broader view of virulence gene regulation, including a description of
regulatory events that occur at and beyond the transcriptional level, a recent review entitled “Shigella: a
model of virulence regulation in vivo” describes these events from the perspective of regulation of the
T3SS; an essential virulence structure and secretory system in the pathogenicity of Shigella (Marteyn et
al., 2012). Those specifically interested in the regulatory pathways that control the expression of
virulence gene encoded by the Shigella chromosome are referred to recent article from Dr. Shelley
Payne’s laboratory that presents a helpful summary ((Pieper et al., 2013); Fig. S1).
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Table 1. Clustering of Shigella species and serotypes based on the type of virulence plasmid carried.

Virulence plasmid carried
(pINV A or B)
S. dysenteriae serotypes 3-7, 9, 11-13 A
Shigella cluster 1
S. boydii serotypes 1-4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 18 A
S. flexneri serotype 6 & 6a
A
S. boydii serotypes 5, 7, 9, 15-17
A
Shigella cluster 2
S. boydii serotype 11
B
S. dysenteriae serotype 2
A
S. flexneri 1-5 and subtypes
B
Shigella cluster 3
S. boydii serotype 12
B
S. sonnei
Either A or B
S. dysenteriae serotypes 8 & 10
Either A or B
Outliers
S. dysenteriae serotype 1
Distinct form of pINV
S. boydii serotype 13
No plasmid detected
1
Adapted from phylogenetic trees that were constructed based on the sequence of three genes in the
ipa-mxi-spa genetic locus on pINV (ipgD, mxiC and mxiA) (Lan and Reeves, 2002).
Cluster

Strain
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Proposed mechanisms of H-NS-mediated transcriptional silencing. Six proposed mechanisms
of H-NS-mediated repression are depicted. Each is predicted to occur through one of two distinct H-NS
binding modes: filament formation (a-c) or DNA bridging (d-f). These result in either the exclusion of
RNAP from the promoter (a, d) or the blockage of transcription elongation (b, c, e, f). RNAP represents
RNA polymerase. Small, white circles represent H-NS monomers. Line with arrow represents the
transcription start site. Dashed, semicircle line represents a DNA twist. "+” symbol represents positive
supercoils.
Figure 2. Overview of the regulatory cascade controlling Shigella virulence. The four tiers of the
regulatory cascade that control gene expression on pINV are depicted along with relative levels of gene
expression and external regulatory inputs from H-NS. Arrows indicate positive regulation while lines
with a terminal, perpendicular line indicate negative regulation. Grey arrows indicate the positive
feedback input of VirB. Dotted lines represent protein production by translation. Grey box indicates
promoters that are regulated by both VirB and MxiE.
Figure 3. Events required for the MxiE-dependent activation of tier 4 promoters. (a) Under conditions
in which the type three secretion system (TTSS) is inactive (non-secretion), IpgC serves as a chaperone to
associate with the TTSS translocators, IpaB and IpaC, while the MxiE anti-activator, OspD1, is bound to
both MxiE and its chaperone, Spa15. In this case, both the activator (MxiE) and co-regulator (IpgC) are
sequestered and unable to bind tier 4 promoters to activate transcription. (b) Under conditions in which
the TTSS is active (secretion), each protein complex dissociates resulting in secretion of IpaB, IpaC and
OspD1. Meanwhile, liberated IpgC and MxiE accumulate within the bacterial cytoplasm, presumably
associate and subsequently bind to tier 4 promoters to activate transcription. Open box represents MxiE
binding site. Shaded box represents MxiE-dependent gene (tier 4). Line with arrow represents the
transcription start site.
Figure 4. Chromosomally encoded regulators that influence expression of Shigella virulence genes on
pINV. Direct and indirect regulatory inputs are illustrated. The environmental cue triggering the activity
of each regulator is given directly below each regulator and the specific gene(s) whose expression is
modulated is depicted. Straight lines indicate direct regulation while dashed lines indicate indirect
regulation. Arrows indicate positive regulation while lines with a terminal, perpendicular line indicate
negative regulation. Question marks indicate unidentified components that may regulate the gene of
interest. OmpR/EnvZ has been excluded since it is unclear where the virulence regulatory input is
received.
Figure 5. Temperature-dependent events that upregulate the first three tiers of the pINV regulatory
cascade. A temperature switch to 37°C upregulates tier 1-3 promoters. At the virF promoter (tier 1), a
thermally induced change in local DNA structure alleviates H-NS-mediated repression. At the virB
promoter (tier 2), DNA gyrase increases negative supercoiling of the promoter region, which promotes
maximal VirF-dependent transcription activation. At tier 3 promoters, VirB, which is maximally
expressed at 37°C, alleviates H-NS-mediated repression through a mechanisms predicted to involve DNA
wrapping and VirB oligomerization (Gao et al., 2013). Note: the positive regulatory feedback loops
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mediated by VirB at 37°C (Kane and Dorman, 2012) are not shown for simplicity sake. Additional
regulatory inputs occur at each tier depicted (see text), but these have been omitted because they are
not directly modulated by temperature. White circles represent H-NS monomers. Black hexagon
represents VirF. Grey pentagon represents VirB. Line with arrow represents the transcription start site.
“-” symbol represents negative supercoils.
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